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Figure 1: (a) Original lines extracted from complex 3D models contain unnecessarily complex topology. (b) Attempting to apply styliza-
tions that mimic artistic styles creates unappealing drawings. (c) Naive line drawing simplification reduces line complexity, but arbitrarily
introduces gaps between regions, prohibiting automatic region filling and joint line-region stylization. This figure shows simplified lines with
the original regions, which have unintended inconsistencies. (d) Our region-aware simplification method utilizes the fact that deleting a line
separating two regions equivalently results in merging those regions together. By simultaneously considering the cost of merging regions and
removing lines, our method preserves region structure to allow the resulting lines and regions to be consistently stylized together.

Abstract
Shape-conveying line drawings generated from 3D models normally create closed regions in image space. These lines and
regions can be stylized to mimic various artistic styles, but for complex objects, the extracted topology is unnecessarily dense,
leading to unappealing and unnatural results under stylization. Prior works typically simplify line drawings without considering
the regions between them, and lines and regions are stylized separately, then composited together, resulting in unintended
inconsistencies. We present a method for joint simplification of lines and regions simultaneously that penalizes large changes to
region structure, while keeping regions closed. This feature enables region stylization that remains consistent with the outline
curves and underlying 3D geometry.
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1. Introduction

Line drawings generated from 3D models can reproduce many
artistic styles [WS94, GTDS10, EWHS08] and accurately predict
human artists’ drawings [CSD∗09, LNHK20]. Such methods are
based on extracting occluding contours [BH19], together with other
curves [DeC12]. Considerable amounts of non-photorealistic ren-
dering (NPR) research involves stylization of these curves.

These shape-conveying lines partition the image plane into
closed regions that are crucial to how the geometry appears. For
example, two regions separated by a curve appear to be separate
objects or object parts. However, if a gap is added to the curve,
then the two regions appear to be a single connected object. More-
over, these regions are crucial to stylization. Indeed, in his clas-
sic taxonomy, the artist and psychologist John Willats [Wil97]
put lines and regions on equal footing in his grouping of deno-
tational systems. His study catalogues many ways that the han-
dling of regions (as well as of lines and points) distinguishes
different artistic styles. Accordingly, many NPR styles specifi-
cally focus on stylizing regions, for example, filling each region
with a different solid color, or filling 2D regions with strokes
[GTDS10, WS94, KWH06, EWHS08, AVR∗22].

This paper introduces a method for line drawing simplification
that takes region structure into account. Our main observation is
that respecting region structure is crucial for simplification, to guar-
antee that key perceptual and connectivity properties of a shape are
preserved.

Simplification is an important step in producing artistic line
drawings from complex objects. For complex objects, the precise
contours may be quite intricate, with many small curves delineating
fine-scale object structures. In small-scale renderings, this produces
a dense network of curves. In contrast, a human artist drawing a 3D
object or scene often reduces detail and simplifies regions [Chi22].
This artistic trade-off between simplicity and detail reflects both in-
dividual style and the context of the drawing. For example, an ob-
ject depicted at a very small scale, or in the background of a large
scene, would typically be depicted with just a few strokes, even if
it has many fine details.

Previous methods for simplifying line drawings of 3D models
do not consider this region structure when simplifying and delet-
ing strokes, thereby introducing gaps in the silhouette that make it
impossible to fill the simplified regions separately from the back-
ground, and merging distinct parts. One may stylize filled regions
separately from the curve stylization, but this creates mismatches
between their shapes, e.g., [EWHS08], that may be objectionable
for situations requiring fine-scale precision, such as graphic design
and coherent animation.

In this work, we introduce a differentiable, region-aware simpli-
fication technique that considers the structures of lines and regions
simultaneously. Given a line drawing generated from a 3D model,
our method optimizes a loss designed to reduce line drawing den-
sity, while preserving the region structure and minimizing the per-
ceptual distance to the original curves. The region structure is rep-
resented as a simple planar map, and the region cost terms penalize
removing strokes that merge large, perceptually-salient regions. We

show that a differentiable loss can produce effective results for this
discrete problem.

As we show, there are several benefits to region-aware styliza-
tion, as compared to methods that simplify drawings without con-
sidering region structure. First, we can preserve object structure
that may otherwise be lost if strokes are modified or deleted in-
dependent of topology. Second, preserving region structures allows
regions to be directly stylized. For example, a method that fills each
region with a solid color will not work if curve gaps are created
between large, distinct objects and each other or the background.
Methods that separately stylize curves and the input geometry cre-
ate visual inconsistencies between the curve rendering and the ob-
ject rendering.

Our region-aware simplification and stylization pipeline can cre-
ate stylized drawings from 3D models that mimic simplified artistic
styles, while retaining consistency between the resulting stylized
lines and regions. We further demonstrate that considering lines
and regions simultaneously is also useful at the stylization stage;
our line-driven region stylization pipeline can create drawings with
consistent lines and regions, even when the lines have been sig-
nificantly transformed. The lines resulting from our simplification
method still directly correspond to the 3D model that generated
them, so the original geometry of the surface can be used when
stylizing the drawing.

2. Related Work

Non-photorealistic rendering researchers have long observed the
value of simplifying line renderings of 3D models. Winkenbach and
Salesin [WS94] noted that “Illustrations can convey information
better by omitting extraneous detail, by focusing attention on rele-
vant features, by clarifying and simplifying shapes,” among other
benefits. Yet, performing effective simplifications remains an open
problem. The vast majority of line drawing simplification meth-
ods are designed to simplify and process hand-drawn or sketched
artwork, which is a different problem from the one this paper ad-
dresses. While these related methods can be applied to the same
inputs, they must infer the drawing’s connectivity from the inputs
and may make mistakes in doing so. On the other hand, our method
is designed to carefully preserve and simply this structure.

The earliest methods adjust detail in textures [WS94,PHWF01].
Grabli et al. [GDS04] remove strokes based on image-space den-
sity, and Shesh et al. [SC08] collapse lines by proximity. These
methods do not attempt to preserve structure, which leads to, for
example, gaps in silhouettes or broken shapes. Several methods
simplify the complexity of contour strokes in order to produce ap-
pealing strokes [NM00, IFH∗03, BHK14]; these are relatively con-
servative, and not designed to fundamentally reduce the complexity
of the drawing. Some methods [KSG03, NJLM06] simplify the 3D
geometry directly, but they are not adaptive to image space density
or perception.

Raster-based stroke rendering can adjust the number of strokes
by rendering at different scales, e.g. [ST90, LMLH07], but does
not produce vector graphics suitable for shape-based stylization
or editing. Methods that aim to extract the perceived or intended
curve network from human-drawn sketches, either from input
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raster images (i.e., line drawing vectorization [FLB16,SBBB20]) or
from input vector curves (i.e., stroke consolidation [BTS05,OK11,
SSISI16, PvMLV∗21, LABS23]) require some degree of line sim-
plification due to the overdrawn nature of human sketches. How-
ever, simplification is limited to aggregating nearby lines, rather
than simplifying overall structure and regions. Prior work has posed
vectorization or line drawing simplification as a trade-off between
complexity and accuracy [FLB16] and can adjust scale in vari-
ous ways [BSM∗13]. Several recent methods that generate line
drawings [LNHK20,LFHK21,MSSG∗21,CDI22,VPB∗22] employ
learned perceptual metrics as we do, to capture the notion of a
drawing’s “accuracy". However, these methods do not consider the
regions created by the connectivity of the resulting line drawing,
nor do they natively allow a user to express constraints on this con-
nectivity.

Several works have demonstrated the importance of junctions
and closed regions in the perception of line drawings [YLL∗22]
and some methods incorporate them in the line simplification pro-
cess [FLB16,LWH15,PBM18,PCS21]. However, these works were
not designed to simplify line drawings from 3D models, where cor-
rect connectivity or topology is already known, but the challenge
lies in preserving this connectivity. [FLB16,LWH15] utilize newly
created curves that interpolate or approximate the original lines,
leading to potential inconsistencies between the resulting lines and
the original 3D model; maintaining this correspondence is neces-
sary for our goal of 3D line drawing stylization. Similarly, running
a gap closure method such as [YLL∗22] is one way of re-creating
closed regions, but there is no guarantee these regions will cor-
respond to the original drawing or underlying 3D geometry with-
out modifying these methods with additional bookkeeping. Our
method can output line drawings that have been drastically simpli-
fied only by deleting lines and merging regions; we represent these
as continuous operations, allowing for differentiable optimization.
Our approach is designed to explicitly consider regions through-
out the simplification process, allowing for direct stylization of the
resulting regions.

Some works, like ours, rely on the concept of merging regions as
the basis for line drawing simplification. However, [PBM18] only
removes very small regions deemed “unintended" by the original
artist, and [PCS21] requires considerable user input. Neither of
these address the 3D drawing problem we consider here, and our
method aims to simplify drawings in a manner that potentially re-
quires merging comparatively large regions if they are inappropri-
ate at a lower level of detail.

Bernstein et al. [BL15] simplifies vector graphics icons, but re-
quires laborious user authoring in order to capture the semantic as-
pects of iconography. Eisemann et al. [EWHS08] explore region-
based stylization of vector graphics generated from 3D models, but
similarly rely on manually tagging or simple classification to deter-
mine how regions should be merged together in the final output.

3. Optimization Objectives for Line Drawing Simplification

Our method takes as input a line drawing of a 3D model from a par-
ticular viewpoint, represented as a connected set of polylines. We
use a combination of the object’s occluding mesh contours, sur-

face boundary curves, and creases. We use mesh contours to ob-
tain closed and gap-free regions, which could alternatively be pro-
duced by methods such as ConTesse [LBHH23] or quadratic con-
tours [CDHZ23]. We also render a depth map of the object from
the same view, which is used as an input feature, described further
in Section 3.1.

Given these input lines, our goal is to produce a simplified ver-
sion of the original drawing, removing redundant strokes and de-
tails, and merging regions, while preserving the overall appearance
of the drawing. We simplify by optimizing a continuous priority
score zi ∈ [0..1] for each input curve segment ci, where a higher zi
represents a higher priority to keep the corresponding line. Given
the Z ≡{zi} values that are output by optimization, a user may then
select a simplification threshold τ, so that all lines with zi < τ are
removed from the drawing.

Our optimization loss function combines three terms:

S(Z) = w1R(Z)+w2P(Z)+w3D(Z) (1)

The first term, R(Z), is our novel region-preserving loss, and the
second P(Z) measures raster perceptual similarity between the in-
put drawing and the generated drawing. The third term, D(Z), mea-
sures the density of the drawing in order to encourage removing
strokes to make the drawing simpler. Strokes are rendered using zi
values as opacities during the optimization; this makes the objec-
tive differentiable using DiffVG [LLMRK20].

As a preprocess, we compute a planar map that represents the
topology of the input line drawing (Figure 2), for use in the region
loss R(Z). A key step is to compute the set of regions bounded by
curves in the drawing. To do so, we compute a Constrained Delau-
nay Triangulation [Che89] of the input line segments, and then de-
fine the two triangles as directly connected if they share an edge that
is not an input line segment. Then, the set of regions are the con-
nected components of the triangulation. The connectivity of planar
map is then directly defined by the triangulation.

In the optimization, we require two curve segments that separate
the same regions to have the same priority. That is, if ca and cb
each separate region i from region j, then za = zb, and one variable
is used for both. This prevents the outline of a region from being
broken into many segments.

The objective terms are described in more detail in the rest of
this section.

3.1. Region Merging Loss

We define a loss function R(Z) to measure structural changes be-
tween the input and output drawing. This loss discourages merging
large regions, and discourages merging regions with very differ-
ent depth ranges; both types of merges would create more drastic
changes to perceived object shape.

Determining merged regions. To compute the loss for a given Z,
we must first determine which regions are merged by these values.
If a curve separates regions i and j, and z = 0 for the curve, then
the curve is being deleted, and thus the two regions are merged.
Moreover, the transitive closure applies: if i and j are merged, and
j and k are merged, then i and k are also merged.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 2: Planar map topology. The image plane is separated into
5 regions, R0,R1,R2,R3,and R4. Curve C1 (created by junctions P1
and P2) is an example of a curve that separates two regions, R1 and
R2. Curves C2 and C4 both separate R0 and R1, so we require these
curves to have the same priority (z2 = z4) throughout the optimiza-
tion process. C5 is an example of a curve that does not separate two
regions; it lies entirely within region R1. Finally, R4 is an example
of an “island" region, where a region has exactly one neighbor; it
is surrounded entirely by another region.

However, since we use real-valued z’s, we must generalize these
concepts. Specifically, we introduce a continuous variable mi j ∈
[0..1], where mi j = 1 means that regions i and j are merged, mi j = 0
means they are not merged, and in-between values indicate a “soft”
merge.

To compute m from Z, we first set mii = 1 for all i. For all pairs
of adjacent regions i and j, we set mi j = m ji = 1− z, where z is
the score of the curve(s) that separate them, and mi j = 0 for non-
adjacent regions. We then iterate the following to convergence:

for all i, j: mi j,m ji←max
k

(mikm jk) (2)

Our implementation of this procedure is inspired by [Str21].

Loss function. Once m is computed from Z, we can then compute
the region loss. The loss specifies penalties for merging each pair
of regions i and j:

R(Z) = ∑
i j

mi jAi j∆i j (3)

with two factors Ai j and ∆i j . The first penalizes merging two large
regions:

Ai j = α
−2 min(Area(i),Area( j)) (4)

where Area(i) is the screen space area of region i, and α is a user-
provided simplification scale parameter.

The second factor discourages merging two regions with very
different depth ranges, in order to reduce the probability of merging
different objects or very separate parts of the same object:

∆i j = 1+max(di j−di,di j−d j) (5)

where di is the difference between the largest and smallest depth

Figure 3: Image buffers corresponding to each orientation θ ∈
{− π

4 ,0,
π

4 ,
π

2}. Each buffer is then blurred and thresholded. Con-
ceptually, this measures the density of strokes in a given direction.

value within region i, and di j is the difference between the largest
and smallest depth values across the entireties of regions ri and
r j. Conceptually, this measures how much the range of depths has
expanded by merging regions ri and r j.

3.2. Image Similarity

We use a conventional raster-based perceptual similarity function
P(Z) to measure the difference between the current drawing and the
original drawing. The LPIPS metric [ZIE∗18] uses deep network
activations to measure the perceptual similarity between two im-
ages. In order to measure the similarity between our current draw-
ing and the original, the current values of Z are once again treated
as opacities for their corresponding curves, and used to render the
current drawing. Then, P(Z) is computed as the LPIPS [ZIE∗18]
score between the current drawing and the original drawing. We
also experimented with a CLIP loss [RKH∗21], as used in some
previous line drawing abstraction work [VPB∗22, VACOS22], but
did not find a benefit in our examples.

3.3. Line Density

Finally, the density metric measures the average density of strokes
in the image and is the driving force for simplification. We adapt
the metric introduced by Grabli et al. [GDS04], which measures
density as a function of both scale and orientation.

Specifically, we render four separate image buffers, one for each
orientation θ∈ {− π

4 ,0,
π

4 ,
π

2}. For a given buffer, each line segment
of each curve is rendered with opacity zi(1−2φ/π), where φ is the
angular difference between the segment’s orientation and θ. Each
buffer is then blurred with a Gaussian and then thresholded, produc-
ing an oriented density image T (θ). The density cost is computed
by summing these buffers together, then taking the mean over all
pixels:

D(Z) = ∑
θ

T (θ)/N (6)

where N is the number of pixels in the image. We visualize these
intermediate buffers in Figure 3.

This process has two user-defined parameters, based on desired
scale and thickness. First, the Gaussian blur uses standard deviation
σ = 0.15α+0.35, where α is a user-provided simplification scale.
Second, the threshold is performed by ReLU(p σ

√
2π/v− 1),

where p is an input pixel intensity, and v is a user-provided stroke
width parameter. By setting v here to the actual stroke width used to

© 2024 The Authors.
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Z 
priority 
score

input lines

input lines

DiffVG 
renderer

DiffVG 
renderer

M 
(merged regions)

M 
(converged)

scale

A, ∆ 
area and depth features

current 
image

density 
buffers

LPIPS output P(Z) 
perceptual cost

output D(Z) 
density cost

output R(Z) 
region cost

S(Z) 
total cost

orig image

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Computation of loss function S(Z) (Eq (1)). (a) The cur-
rent values of Z are used to set M, which is iterated according to
Eq (2) to represent which regions are currently merged. M is used
with area and depth factors (Eq (4) and Eq (5)) to compute the cost
of currently merged regions, M(Z). (b) Values of Z are interpreted
as stroke opacities to render density buffers (Section 3.3), used to
compute the density cost score, D(Z). (c) Values of Z are inter-
preted as stroke opacities to render the current line drawing, which
is compared to the original drawing using LPIPS (Section 3.2) to
compute the perceptual similarity score P(Z). (d) The final cost
S(Z) is a weighted sum of R(Z),D(Z), and P(Z) (Eq (1)).

rasterize the lines, we can penalize only parts of the drawing with
multiple nearby strokes; single lines do not incur a cost. If v is less
than the actual stroke width, then all lines incur some density cost,
allowing us to optimize for a sparser overall drawing.

3.4. Optimization

The loss in Equation 1 is optimized for Z using gradient descent
and a step size of 0.1 (Figure 4). Gradients are computed using Dif-
fVG [LLMRK20] and PyTorch’s auto-differentiation engine. When
computing the derivative of R(Z), we treat M as fixed, rather than
computing the derivative of M with respect to Z.

For the experiments in this paper, unless stated otherwise, we
use the following values for the user-set parameters: α = 35,w1 =
103,w2 = 0.1,w3 = 10, and v = 1.0, along with 80 rounds of opti-
mization and 5 inner optimization steps per round. For final results,
we threshold Z at τ = 0.1.

Intermittent thresholding. Removing lines and merging regions
are discrete operations, which we approximate here as continuous
decisions. In order to better approximate the binary decision of in-
cluding or not including a stroke in the final rendering, we inter-
mittently binarize a subset of the Z values before proceeding with
further iterations of optimization.

The lines in the drawing are sorted by their current priority zk.
Starting from the lowest zk, z values less than a certain threshold are
set to 0. After a line’s z value has been altered, we store the line’s
bounding box, expanded by the simplification scale parameter a.
Within a given round, a line’s z value can only be forced-set if its
bounding box does not intersect with another line that was already
thresholded in this round. We then perform a similar set of opera-

Figure 5: Lines in collections of dense, parallel lines before (top)
and after (bottom) intermediate thresholding step.

tions, instead starting from the highest zk and forcibly setting zk to
1. We use a lower threshold of 0.1 and an upper threshold of 0.9.

In practice, we observe that this thresholding more effectively re-
duces the density in collections of parallel lines in the optimization
procedure, such as in the car’s grille, shown in Figure 5.

3.5. Input and preprocessing steps

Given a 3D model and camera viewpoint, we extract input curves
[BH19] using the Blender Freestyle plugin [GTDS10]: occluding
mesh contours [DFRS03], boundary edges, and creases. These are
represented as a set of polylines, which can be rasterized at arbi-
trary scale. We render all images at 1920x1080 resolution. We also
compute the depth map of the object as an image buffer given the
camera view, which is used to compute the depth cost described in
Section 3.1. To reduce sampling errors, we render the depth map at
twice the resolution (3840x2160).

To efficiently reduce the initial complexity of the drawing as
much as possible, we delete all lines shorter than a given length
(we use

√
α as a threshold). We also delete all regions smaller than

a given area (we use α as a threshold) by removing all lines that
neighbor that region. Lines can only be deleted at this stage if they
lie completely within one region, while regions can only be deleted
if they are an “island" and are entirely surrounded by another re-
gion (see Figure 2). All remaining lines are associated with a corre-
sponding z variable, which is initialized to a random value between
0.1 and 0.2. Since z is used to rasterize the lines, a low initial value
here allows the raster-based loss functions we use to better differ-
entiate between lines that are nearly exactly overlapping.

To compute the depth features described in Section 3.1, we nor-
malize the depth map such that the depth values within the object
range from 0 to 1. Then, we set the depth of the “background" to
the user provided value b. Since merging a region of the object into
the background effectively deletes that region, this provides addi-
tional control over such an operation. We sample this depth map
and, in practice, compute the depth ranges di and d j in Equation 5
using the 25th and 75th percentiles within a region to further reduce
sampling errors.

4. Results

Our method can drastically simplify line drawings from complex
models (Figure 6). Our simplification procedure yields a set of pri-

© 2024 The Authors.
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regions: 117 lines: 359 regions: 41 lines: 46

regions: 337 lines: 1025 regions: 26 lines: 34

regions: 161 lines: 700 regions: 34 lines: 100

regions: 142

(a) original regions

lines: 423

(b) original topology

regions: 34

(c) simplified regions (ours)

lines: 95

(d) simplified topology (ours)

Figure 6: The curves extracted directly from the 3D model are unnecessarily complex and create many small regions in a drawing, which
impede further editing or stylization. (a,b) raw regions and curves from 3D models, show with random colors for visualization. (c,d) Our
region-aware simplification method drastically reduces the number of lines in the drawing, improving the visual clarity of the drawing.

orities Z on each input line; we can apply a final threshold τ on Z to
determine the final set of lines to be used. For the results shown, we
use τ = 0.1, removing all lines where Z < τ and yielding a draw-
ing with much simpler topology (Figure 6d) without sacrificing the
overall structure of the drawing. In Figure 6a, we assign each re-
gion in the original drawing a random color; by tracking region
merging with our method, we can directly transfer these colors to
our simplified regions (Figure 6c).

4.1. Stylization

One goal of stylizing line drawings from 3D models is to achieve
a more natural appearance. In reality, stylizations frequently fur-
ther highlight the unnecessary complexity of the input (Figure 7a).
Naive methods of simplification that don’t incorporate region pro-
cessing may reduce the number of lines in the drawing, but since
gaps are introduced in the drawing, the results do not allow for con-
sistent region stylization (Figure 7c). We produce these naive sim-
plification results by using our own method without region-aware
pre-processing or tracking (see Section 4.2 for more details).

In contrast, our region-aware method tracks regions at both the
simplification and stylization stage. First, removing small lines of-

ten eliminates junctions that contribute to ambiguity about what
curves can be chained together, while optimizing for closed regions
prevents curves from being broken into short, disconnected sec-
tions. As a result, we can produce longer chains of strokes, which
behave better under stylization (Figure 7d) compared to the original
or naively simplified lines (Figure 7a and Figure 7b).

Second, our method merges together regions from the original
drawing, and the resulting regions are still bounded by curves in
the simplified drawing. Deforming a curve through stylization im-
plicitly deforms the regions on either side of that curve. By tracking
what regions have been merged and continuing to preserve the rela-
tionship between simplified regions and simplified lines, we can ac-
curately fill the regions created in the stylized drawing, even when
lines have been significantly displaced (Figure 7e).

Simplified drawings with gaps don’t have clearly bounded re-
gions that correspond to regions in the original drawing. As a result,
region information such as color cannot be transferred directly to
the simplify drawing, and stylizations rely on compositing stylized
lines with the original regions (Figure 8b). However, this creates an
inconsistent drawing: colors drift between regions, extend beyond
the silhouette of the drawing, or depict structures of the object that
no longer exist.

© 2024 The Authors.
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(a) original (b) naive topology (c) naive regions filled (d) our topology (e) our regions filled

Figure 7: Results of simplification under simple stylization to create more artistic effects. Additional merging heuristics have been applied
to both the original and simplified lines. Naive simplification (i.e., not considering region constraints) arbitrarily introduces gaps between
regions.

Our method allows us to color regions that are consistent with
the stylized lines. A simplified line drawing should reasonably also
have simplified region styles; for example, an original rendering of
the model may utilize the model’s surface geometry and directional
lighting to shade the drawing, but a simplified shading model would
be more suitable for a simplified drawing. With our closed regions,
we can approximate the shading per region, allowing for a more
simplified appearance that still incorporates the underlying surface
geometry, as in Figure 14.

We present results of our method on a variety of objects in Fig-
ure 16 and Figure 17. Note that even seemingly simple objects can
have complex line drawings, resulting in a dense mess of curves
when rendered with stylized strokes. After simplification, stroke
stylizations are more effective at creating smooth, natural curves,
while our region-aware stylization allows us to transfer colors from
the original drawing directly to the newly merged regions.

4.2. Ablations

We demonstrate the importance of region-aware simplification by
comparing the effects of each loss term for the simplification pro-
cess. In Figure 9a, we run our optimization algorithm without
region-aware pre-processing and without region-aware cost terms.
We skip the steps described in Section 3.5 and remove the con-
straint on Z such that even if curves ca and cb both separate regions
ri and r j, their corresponding za and zb values do not need to be
equal (Section 3). We then optimize S(Z) = D(Z)+P(Z), remov-
ing any penalties on merging regions. This yields a simplified line
drawing that is pixel-wise perceptually similar to the original line
drawing, but lines are removed in an un-restricted manner that in-
troduces large gaps between regions.

In the following experiments, we utilize our region pre-
processing to restrict Z such that for curves ca and cb separat-
ing the same regions, za = zb. In Figure 9b, we optimize S(Z) =
D(Z)+P(Z) with these restrictions on Z. This somewhat improves
the resulting connectivity of the simplified drawing, since the re-
moval of any line separating ri and r j implies the removal of all
lines separating the regions, yielding a higher perceptual cost over-
all. However, the optimization procedure itself still does not di-
rectly optimize for region-preservation, so the simplified drawing
still has large gaps.

Utilizing a region cost function that only considers the depth
ranges (R∆(Z) = ∑i j mi j∆i j) then optimizing S(Z) = D(Z)+R∆(Z)
still significantly constrains merging regions when those regions
correspond to distinct object parts that differ in depth (Figure 9c),
but regions that occupy similar depths are likely to be removed,
even if they contribute to significant regions in screen space. For
example, the depth cost strengthens the boundary (i.e., increases
the opacity) of the otter’s silhouette, and the occluding contour that
separates the front and hind leg. However, maintaining the regions
created by the whiskers is given a lower priority, since they occupy
a similar depth to the rest of the otter’s face. Similarly, the regions
corresponding to the dense, parallel lines of the tool in the bottom
row have very little depth disparity, but are significant to the draw-
ing overall.

On the other hand, those regions are more likely to be pre-
served when considering region areas in the cost formulation (set-
ting RA(Z) = ∑i j mi jAi j, then optimizing S(Z) = D(Z)+RA(Z)),
but without additional penalties on the relative depths of regions,
the optimization procedure is prone to merging regions into the

© 2024 The Authors.
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8 of 15 V. Nguyen, M. Fisher, A. Hertzmann, and S. Rusinkiewicz / Region-Aware Simplification and Stylization of 3D Line Drawings

(a) original (b) naive (c) ours

Figure 8: Non-region-aware simplification and stylization methods create drawings that have inconsistent lines and regions, while our
region-aware simplification and stylization allows us to directly transfer colors from the original drawing to the simplified and stylized
drawing using the remaining topology.

background resulting in disconnected regions (e.g. the legs of the
otter in Figure 9d).

Our proposed score function (Equation 1) incorporates region-
aware processing and each of these loss terms in order to produce
the simplified drawings in Figure 9.

4.3. Varying User Parameters

We also demonstrate how user provided parameters α and v can
both be used to control the desired level of simplification. α is used
as a scale parameter in both the density function and the region
function. v is used as a stroke width threshold parameter in the den-
sity function.

Since the scale parameter α is used in both the density cost D(Z)
and the region merging cost R(Z), varying α directly impacts both
the simplification of entire regions as well as the resulting spacing
in dense regions. For example, in Figure 10, the resulting spacing
between the threads of the screw and the ridges on the knob in-
creases as α increases. At the same time, increasing α allows more
regions to be merged together, such as in the wheels of the car. Re-
gions are more freely merged into the background (i.e., apparently
removing parts of the object altogether), which can be desirable
depending on the target resolution that the final drawing will be
rendered at.

Varying v has a more subtle effect regarding the overall presence
of lines in the drawing. v is used to threshold the density image

© 2024 The Authors.
Computer Graphics Forum published by Eurographics and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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(a) lpips only (no regions) (b) lpips only (c) depth region loss only (d) area region loss only (e) all loss terms

Figure 9: We demonstrate the impact of our region-aware pre-processing and our various cost terms on restricting the simplification encour-
aged by D(Z). (a) We remove the restriction on Z where if curves ca and cb separate the same regions, za = zb. In other words, za and zb are
defined as two separate variables. We optimize S(Z) = D(Z)+P(Z). (b) We utilize region pre-processing to restrict Z such that for curves
ca and cb separating the same regions, za = zb, and optimize S(Z) = D(Z)+P(Z). (c) We utilize region pre-processing, and consider only
the depth factor for the cost of merging regions. (d) We only consider only the area factor for the cost of merging regions. (e) We use region
pre-processing and optimize our proposed combined score function S(Z) = D(Z)+R(Z)+P(Z), as defined in Equation 1.

(a) α = 5 (b) α = 15 (c) α = 35 (d) α = 55 (e) α = 75

Figure 10: Results varying the scale parameters α. To more clearly visualize the differences, strokes are rendered with transparency using
the Z values for opacity, rather than thresholding. Increasing α both increases the cost of keeping lines and decreases the costs related to
merging regions (since terms in R(Z) are inversely scaled by α).

© 2024 The Authors.
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(a) v = 0.5 (b) v = 1 (c) v = 2

Figure 11: Results vary with the stroke width threshold v. Decreas-
ing v reduces the number of strokes preserved in the drawing over-
all, while increasing v increases the number of strokes preserved in
dense regions.

as described in Section 3.3. Without it, all lines will incur some
cost according to D(Z), even if they do not contribute to a draw-
ing’s density as defined for our purposes; the optimization proce-
dure may be unnecessarily aggressive in removing such lines. In
these experiments, we render strokes with stroke width = 1. As
seen in Figure 11, setting v < 1 optimizes for a drawing with fewer
lines overall, even if those lines are not nearby other lines. Setting
v > 1 is less conservative, allowing very nearby lines to mutually
persist, while otherwise reducing the density of lines as influenced
by α.

4.4. Comparisons With Related Works

We compare our method to related works that aim to create simpli-
fied line drawings, either by consolidating raw vector sketches or
by generating vector drawings from raster input.

StripMaker. StripMaker [LABS23] is a sketch consolidation
method that replaces overdrawn strokes with a single curve cor-
responding to a perceived intended curve. We preprocess our in-
put vector drawings as described in Section 3.5, i.e., we filter out
short lines and small regions. We run additional preprocessing used
by StripMaker, based on StrokeStrip [PvMLV∗21], then run Strip-
Maker with default parameters and an input stroke width of 2.0.

Integer-Grid Sketch Simplification and Vectorization. Integer-
Grid Sketch Simplification and Vectorization [SBBB20] extracts
a vector curve network from raster images by parameterizing the
drawing with integer grids, which aims to extract clean junctions
and group nearby strokes together. We rasterize our vector line
drawings at 1920x1080 resolution with a stroke width of 2 pixels
to provide raster input to this method.

Virtual Sketching. Virtual Sketching [MSSG∗21] learns a map-
ping from raster to vector space by modeling a virtual pen. Like
our method, their differentiable rasterization loss relies on a learned
perceptual metric to maintain similarity between the resulting and

original line drawings. They use a stroke regularization mechanism
to promote longer strokes for simplicity. To provide raster input to
their method, we rasterize our vector line drawings at 1920x1080
resolution and with a stroke width of 2 pixels. We run their “vec-
torization" model (trained on clean line drawings) with default pa-
rameters, and select the best visual result out of 10 trials.

Discussion. While these methods can be applied to the same inputs
as those used in this paper, they are designed to process hand-drawn
artwork. First, these works intend to extract an intended drawing
given a hand-drawn artwork that may include unintended lines. As
a result, they are most successful in reducing complexity in parts
of the drawing that are analogous to overdrawn strokes. In contrast,
our work intends to reduce the complexity in the overall structure of
the drawing, and therefore directly incorporates a scale parameter
to influence the degree of simplification; other methods may better
replicate the original drawing, but do not apply the same type of
simplification (Figure 12).

Second, these methods do not consistently produce outputs
with closed regions, arbitrarily introducing gaps even where lines
appear to intersect (Figure 13a). Junction detection and closing
methods can ameliorate this somewhat, but there is inherent am-
biguity in predicting correct stroke intersections. Moreover, this
post-processing requires additional bookkeeping to find correspon-
dences between the initial regions and those in the resulting draw-
ing. In contrast, our method encodes the initial regions and tracks
them throughout the simplification process. We preserve closed re-
gions that directly correspond to the original drawing and do not
rely on gap-closure post-processing, which makes applying region-
based stylization straightforward (Figure 13b).

5. Limitations and Future Work

We are able to drastically reduce the number of lines and regions in
a drawing, but there are some complex topologies that our method
is not well-suited to handle. In Figure 15, one potentially desirable
simplification would completely delete region R0, while preserving
the remaining 4 regions. Our method does not support “collapsing"
regions in this way.

While our method successfully captures the general princi-
ples of line drawing simplification, it only utilizes a small set of
crafted cost functions. However, the simplified set of lines can
be optimized using any differentiable cost function. Related work
(e.g. [LNHK20, LFHK21]) have successfully incorporated data-
driven score functions into their methods; learning a score function
from viewer preferences for simplified drawings could help capture
more nuanced aspects of drawing simplification.

Even for initial drawings of lower complexity, such as the spray
bottle (Figure 17) presented in this paper, our method (implemented
in Python and with little optimization, e.g. spatial hierarchies for
more efficient intersection) requires around 2 minutes of prepro-
cessing, and reaches a converged result in less than 7 minutes.
For much more complex drawings, such as the car drawing, pre-
processing can take up to 10 minutes, and optimization up to 25
minutes. The main bottleneck during optimization is in rendering
then differentiating through the density image, which requires ren-

© 2024 The Authors.
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V. Nguyen, M. Fisher, A. Hertzmann, and S. Rusinkiewicz / Region-Aware Simplification and Stylization of 3D Line Drawings 11 of 15

(a) Integer Grid [SBBB20] (b) Virtual Sketching [MSSG∗21] (c) StripMaker [LABS23] (d) our method

Figure 12: Compared to related approaches to line drawing simplification, our method can drastically simplify the complex structure of this
drawing while maintaining connected lines and preserving closed regions without requiring additional post-processing.

(a) StripMaker [LABS23] (b) ours

Figure 13: Unless additional post-processing is applied, StripMaker [LABS23] produces outputs containing gaps between regions such that
finding correspondences to the original regions is difficult. Compositing a stylized version of this line drawing with the original regions creates
inconsistencies. Our method tracks regions throughout the simplification process, so we can map the original regions onto the simplified ones,
and stylize regions and lines simultaneously.

dering every individual segment of the drawing (since the rendering
opacity of the segment depends on its individual orientation).

Finally, our method is largely motivated by the goal of coher-
ent region-line stylization, yet there are a number of artistic styles
where the final regions are not perfectly aligned with the stylized
lines. However, this is not necessarily contradictory with our goals;
such styles should still exhibit some correspondence between the
stylized regions and lines, so additional region deformation could
be applied as a final step. Another interesting direction would be
to add more complex rules around region merging, for example
to allow some gaps between regions without considering the two
regions merged; this would require defining some notion of a “vir-

tual" underlying region, rather than just the region literally defined
by the lines currently present in the drawing.

6. Conclusion

We present a pipeline for region-aware 3D line drawing simplifica-
tion and stylization. Region simplification and merging is a key ef-
fect of line drawing simplification; we incorporate differentiable re-
gion merging at the simplification stage to handle the joing simplifi-
cation of lines and regions. This results in drastically simplified line
drawings with fewer overall curves and regions, which further en-
ables more apparent and appealing stylizations. Since regions have
been tracked throughout the simplification and stylization stages,

© 2024 The Authors.
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12 of 15 V. Nguyen, M. Fisher, A. Hertzmann, and S. Rusinkiewicz / Region-Aware Simplification and Stylization of 3D Line Drawings

Figure 14: Carefully tracking regions throughout the simplification and stylization process allows us to utilize 3D information (e.g. surface
normals) from the underlying geometry when stylizing the regions. In this case, we can apply different directional lights to the model to
achieve different appearances. However, the final stylization is ultimately based on the actual simplified regions in the drawing, resulting in
coherent stylization.

Figure 15: A potential simplification of this drawing is to remove
R0 while preserving the connectivity of the remaining four regions,
which our method is not capable of.

we can propagate information from the original drawing (e.g. color)
or from the original underlying 3D model (e.g. surface normals).

Acknowledgements. We thank Chenxi Liu for help in running
comparisons with StripMaker. All models in this paper are licensed
through TurboSquid.
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(a) original lines (b) original regions (c) our lines (d) our regions

Figure 16: Additional results.
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(a) original lines (b) original regions (c) our lines (d) our regions

Figure 17: Additional results.
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